The map of the territory border of the WHS "Monuments of Ancient Pskov"
Element 2.2 "The Cathedral of Ioann Predtecha of the Ivanovsky Monastery, 1240"
Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°49'553", E 28° 19'95"
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Legend
- Element 2.2 "The Cathedral of Ioann Predtecha of the Ivanovsky Monastery, 1240"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
The map of the territory border of the WHS "Monuments of Ancient Pskov" Element 2.3 "The Transfiguration Cathedral 12th century of the Ensemble of the Spaso-Mirozhsky Monastery"
Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°48'377", E 28° 19'721"

Legend

- Element 2.3 "The Transfiguration Cathedral 12th century of the Ensemble of the Spaso-Mirozhsky Monastery"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
The map of the territory border of the WHS "Monuments of Ancient Pskov"
Element 2.4 "The Cathedral of the Nativity of the Mother of God, 14th century of the Ensemble of the Snetogorsky Monastery"

Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°50'73", E 28°15'945"

Legend
- Dark grey: Element 2.4 "The Cathedral of the Nativity of the Mother of God, 14th century of the Ensemble of the Snetogorsky Monastery."
- Red: Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
The map of the territory border of the WHS "Monuments of Ancient Pskov"
Element 2.5 "Church of the Archangel Michael with a bell tower, 14th century"
Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°48'986", E 28° 20'198"
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Legend

- Element 2.5 "Church of the Archangel Michael with a bell tower, 14th century"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
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Element 2.6 "Church of Pokrova (Intercession) of Proloma (at the breach in the wall), 15th-16th century"

Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°48'312", E 28° 20'21"

Legend
- Element 2.6 "Church of Pokrova (Intercession) of Proloma (at the breach in the wall), 15th-16th century"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
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Element 2.7 "Church of Koz'ma and Damian s Primostya (near the bridge) ruins of the belfry, gate, fence of the 15th-17th century"

Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°49'402", E 28° 20'166"
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Legend
- Element 2.7 "Church of Koz'ma and Damian s Primostya (near the bridge) ruins of the belfry, gate, fence of the 15th-17th century"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
The map of the territory border of the WHS "Monuments of Ancient Pskov"
Element 2.8 "Church Georgiya so Vzvoza (St. George near the river descent), 1494"

Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°48'598", E 28° 20'88"

Legend
- Element 2.8 "Church Georgiya so Vzvoza (St. George near the river descent), 1494"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
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Element 2.9 "Church of Theophany with a belfry, 1489"
Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°49'393", E 28° 20'468"
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Legend
- Element 2.9 "Church of Theophany with a belfry, 1489"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
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Element 2.11 "Church Nikola so Usokhi (St. Nicholas from the
dry place), 16th century"
Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°48'972", E 28°20'273"

Legend
- Element 2.11 "Church Nikola so Usokhi (St. Nicholas from the dry place), 16th century"
- Boundary of the Nominated Property Component Part
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Element 2.14 "Church Vasiliya na gorke (St. Basil the Great on the hill), 15th century"
Object's positions in WGS system - N 57°48'913", E 28° 20'475"